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Abstract
Domain analysts, product managers, or customers aim to capture the impor-
tant features and differences among a set of related products. A case-by-case
reviewing of each product description is a laborious and time-consuming task
that fails to deliver a condense view of a family of product.
In this article, we investigate the use of automated techniques for synthe-
sizing a product comparison matrix (PCM) from a set of product descriptions
written in natural language. We describe a tool-supported process, based on
term recognition, information extraction, clustering, and similarities, capable of
identifying and organizing features and values in a PCM – despite the informal-
ity and absence of structure in the textual descriptions of products.
We evaluate our proposal against numerous categories of products mined
from BestBuy. Our empirical results show that the synthesized PCMs exhibit
numerous quantitative, comparable information that can potentially comple-
ment or even refine technical descriptions of products. The user study shows
that our automatic approach is capable of extracting a significant portion of
correct features and correct values. This approach has been implemented in
MatrixMiner a web environment with an interactive support for automatically
synthesizing PCMs from informal product descriptions. MatrixMiner also main-
tains traceability with the original descriptions and the technical specifications
for further refinement or maintenance by users.
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1. Introduction
Domain analysis is a crucial activity that aims to identify and organize fea-
tures that are common or vary within a domain [1, 2, 3]. A feature can be
roughly defined as a prominent or distinctive user-visible aspect, quality or
characteristic of a product [4]. At their respective level, domain experts, prod-
uct managers, or even customers on their daily life activities need to capture and
understand the important features and differences among a set of related prod-
ucts [5]. For instance, the motivation for a customer is to choose the product
that will exhibit adequate characteristics and support features of interest; when
several product candidates are identified, she or he will compare and eventually
select the "best" product. In an organization, the identification of important fea-
tures may help to determine business competitive advantage of some products
as they hold specific features.
Manually analyzing a set of related products is notoriously hard [6, 7, 3].
As the information is scattered all along textual descriptions, written in infor-
mal natural language, and represent a significant amount of data to collect,
review, compare and formalize; a case-by-case review of each product descrip-
tion is labour-intensive, time-consuming, and quickly becomes impractical as
the number of considered products grows.
Given a set of textual product descriptions, we propose in this article an
approach to automatically synthesize product comparison matrices (PCMs).
PCMs are tabular data describing products along different features [8]. Our
approach extracts and organizes information despite the lack of consistent and
systematic structure for product descriptions and the absence of constraints in
the writing of these descriptions, expressed in natural language.
Numerous organisations (e.g., Wikipedia), companies, or individuals rely on
tabular representation to present some discriminant features of a product com-
pared to another [8, 9]. With the extraction of PCMs, organizations or individu-
als can obtain a synthetic, structured, and reusable model for the understanding
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and the comparison of products. Instead of reading and confronting the infor-
mation product by product, PCMs offer a product line view to practitioners. It
is then immediate to identify recurrent features of a domain, to understand the
specific characteristics of a given product, or to locate the features supported
and unsupported by some products. PCMs are also an interesting potential
step stone for further analysis such as: (1) formalization and generation of other
domain models (e.g., feature models [10, 7, 11, 12, 13]), (2) feature recommen-
dation [6], (3) automatic reasoning (e.g., multi-objective optimizations) [14], (4)
derivation of automatic comparators and/or configurators [9].
Numerous techniques have been developed to mine variability [10, 15, 16]
and support domain analysis [17, 18, 19, 20, 7, 6, 3, 21, 22, 23], but none of
them address the problem of structuring the information in a PCM.
Our automated approach relies on Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
mining techniques to extract PCMs from text. We adopt an contrastive analysis
technology to identify domain-specific terms (single and multi-word) from the
textual descriptions. The proposed method takes the descriptions of the differ-
ent products as input, and identifies the linguistic expressions in the documents
that can be considered as terms. In this context, a term is defined as a concep-
tually independent expression. Then, the method automatically identifies which
terms are actually domain-specific. We also rely on information extraction to
detect numerical information, defined as domain relevant multi-word phrases
containing numerical values. The task of building the PCM involves computing
terms (resp., information) similarity, terms (resp., information) clustering, and
finally features and cell values extraction.
This approach has been implemented in a tool, MatrixMiner : It is a web
environment with an interactive support for automatically synthesizing PCMs
from informal product descriptions [24]. MatrixMiner also maintains trace-
ability with the original descriptions and the technical specifications for further
refinement or maintenance by users. This article is a significant extension of our
ESEC/FSE tool demonstration, 4-pages paper [24]. We provide an in-depth de-
scription of the automated extraction process as well as substantial empirical
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results, including a user study with MatrixMiner. We rely on previous work in
which we have defined a rich and expressive format capable of formally encoding
PCMs [8].
We evaluate our tool against numerous categories of products mined from
BestBuy [25], a popular American company that sells hundreds of consumer
electronics. Overall, our empirical study shows that, given a supervised and
necessary scoping (selection of products), the synthesized PCMs exhibit nu-
merous quantitative and comparable information: 12.5% of quantified features,
15.6% of descriptive features, and only 13.0% of empty cells. The user study
shows that our automatic approach retrieve 43% of correct features and 68% of
correct cell values in one step and without any user intervention. We also show
that we have as much or more information in the synthesized PCMs than in
the technical specifications for a significant portion of features (56%) and cell
values (71%).
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide
additional background on PCMs and elaborate on the PCM synthesis challenge.
Section 3 gives a general overview of our approach. Sections 4 and 5 describe
the main steps of our approach, namely terms and information extraction, and
subsequent construction of the PCM. In Section 6, we describe and illustrate
the integration of the synthesis techniques into the MatrixMiner environment.
Sections 7 to 9 successively present our case study and analyse the results of
an empirical evaluation and a user study. In Section 10, we discuss threats to
internal and external validity while in Section 11 we point out the differences
and synergies between existing works and our proposal. Section 12 concludes
the article and presents future research directions.
2. Background and Motivation
Organizations describe the products they sell on their website using different
categories of text forms. It goes from plain text in a single paragraph, formatted
text with bullets, to matrices with product specifications. There is a spectrum
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of product descriptions ranging from structured data (matrices) to informal de-
scriptions written in natural languages. Both have strengths, weaknesses, and
have the potential to comprehensively describe a set of products. BestBuy pro-
vides descriptions for hundreds of thousands of products, including: (1) products
overviews, texts describing features of products using natural language (see Fig-
ure 1); (2) technical specifications, which describe the technical characteristics
of products through feature lists (see Figure 2).
Figure 1 illustrates the common scenario in which a customer needs to buy
a laptop on BestBuy website and has to decide among a diversity of products.
He/she has to go through many textual descriptions (product overviews) and
reasons over the different features of the product. A typical question is to figure
out if a particular feature is supported by existing products (if any) and what
are the alternatives. In domain analysis, the biggest challenge is related to the
number of products and the number of features an analyst has to gather and
organize. The more assets and products, the harder the analysis. Our goal is to
automate the manual task of analyzing each product with respect to its textual
description and clustering information over several products, and provides a
reader with an accurate and synthetic product comparison matrix (PCM), as
shown in Figure 1.
The manual elaboration of a PCM from textual overviews can be done as
follows. First, it requires the ability to detect from the text the potentially
relevant domain concepts expressed as single or multi words including domain
specific terms and numerical information, such as those that are highlighted in
the text of Figure 1. Once detected, multiwords have to be split between the
feature name and its value. We observed different value types for features in a
previous work [26]. Each of these value types imply a different interpretation
for the feature. For instance, the feature "Touch Screen" means the availability
of the feature, which has to be interpreted as as a YES/NO value (see the PCM
of Figure 1). Feature values can also mix letters and numbers, for instance the
following snippet: "5th Gen Intel Core i7-5500U". Consequently, determining
features and their related values is not a trivial problem.
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Figure 1: Automatic synthesis of a PCM from 4 textual product descriptions. Portions
of texts in yellow have been identified and exploited to synthesize features’ names and cell
values. High-quality images and voice recognition (in red) are features not described in the
technical specifications of the same 4 products (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Basic aggregation of 4 technical specifications into a PCM. Height, width, and
depth (red) are features not described in the textual descriptions of the 4 products; the other
features overlap and are also contained in synthesized PCM
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2.1. Toward Automatic Extraction of PCMs
Our objective is to automate the identification of features, their values, and
collect information from each product to create a complete PCM. This comes
with a set of challenges, mostly due to the informal and unstructured nature of
textual overviews.
First, the representation aims to provide a structured view of all available
products and all available features. From a parsing and natural language pro-
cessing perspective, plain text and PCMs have different organizations schemes.
On the one hand, text is grammatically organized but may not been organized
in terms of feature definitions nor description. As being part of open initia-
tives such as consumer associations, mainstream initiatives like Wikipedia, or
e-commerce websites, one cannot rely on the quality of the textual descriptions,
in terms of both wording and organization. For instance, textual descriptions
may present features in different orders as to put emphasis on a particular one,
or may have different authors that do not share the same writing patterns. On
the other hand, a PCM is clearly organized as a set of products, features, and
associated values. If a product description provides for free the product’s name,
it is not trivial to determine its features and their values, which have to be
mined from the description, as stated previously.
Second, it is not only a matter of parsing products features and their respec-
tive values. It is also a matter of making the most synthetic and relevant PCM
to enable comparison. The number of features depends on both (1) the textual
description length, precision, and quality, and (2) the capability to cluster fea-
tures as they share the same meaning but different names. Finding the right
name for a feature can have an impact on the number of features. Being generic
(for instance, "processor") increases the possibility to have different values for
this feature whereas a series of too specific features ("5th Gen Intel... processor")
will only have a YES/NO value with a high risk of feature explosion. Ideally
we would rather like to extract a feature (e.g. processor) together with a value
(e.g. 5th Gen Intel...) out of an informal text.
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2.2. Complementarity between Product Overviews and Technical Specifications
Another interesting observation is the nature of relationship that can exist
between product overviews and product specifications. Again, with the same ex-
ample, but now considering technical specifications, we automatically compute
the output PCM (see Figure 2).
Figure 3: Complementarity between synthesized PCMs (textual overviews, left-hand side)
and technical specifications (right-hand side)
With our automated extraction from overviews, there is also a potential
to complement or even refine technical specifications of products (see the two
PCMs in Figure 1 and Figure 2). Considering the verbosity aspect of natural
language, the overview can contain information that refines the information
of the specification. If we compare the cell values of the same feature or two
equivalent features in the overview and the specification, we observed that the
cell value in the overview PCM can refine the cell value in specification PCM.
For example, "Media Reader" exists in both overview PCM and specification
PCM of laptops. In the first case, it has "Digital", "Multiformat", "5–in–1" as
possible values, while in the second case, it is simply a boolean feature. "Web-
cam" is also boolean in specification PCM and non boolean in overview PCM
("Front–facing TrueVision..." and "Built–in high–definition"). In the specification
PCM, "Memory" has "12 GB" as a possible value, while in the overview PCM,
the value contains also the type of memory: "12GB DDR3L SDRAM". At the
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same time, "Operating System" has "Windows 8.1" as a possible value in the
specification PCM, however it includes also the architecture in the overview
PCM ("Microsoft Windows 8.1 64-bit").
Furthermore, in an overview PCM, we can obtain additional features that
could refine features existing in specification PCM. For instance, "High–quality
images" and "Voice Recognition Software" are two features in the overview PCM.
However, they do not exist in the specification PCM. Hence, overviews can also
complement the information of technical specifications.
Similarly, the specification PCM can contain information that refine those
in the overview PCM. For instance, the following features "height", "width”
and "depth” in the specification PCM refine "size" in the overview PCM. The
mapping of features can be one-to-one or arbitrarily complex. Overall the user
can get a complete view through the PCM and the aggregation of information
coming from both overviews and specifications.
3. Overview of the Automatic Extraction
Figure 4: Approach Overview
Our approach is summarized in Figure 4 and consists of two primary phases.
In the first phase, domain specific terms and numerical information are ex-
tracted from a set of informal product descriptions (steps Ê to Í), while in
the second phase the PCM is constructed (steps Î to Ð). For step Ê, the raw
product descriptions are extracted along different categories of products. We
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provide means to either (1) manually select the products to be included in the
comparison; or (2) group together closest products within a category.
We outline in the following the rest of the procedure.
Mining Domain Specific Terms. Steps Ë and Ì are based on a natu-
ral language processing approach, named contrastive analysis [27], for mining
domain specific terms from textual documents. In this context, a term is a con-
ceptually independent expression (either single or multi-word). A multi-word
is conceptually independent if it occurs in different context (i.e. it is normally
accompanied with different words). For instance, "Multiformat Media Reader" is
a term, while "Reader" is not a term, since in the textual product descriptions
considered in our study it often appears coupled with the same word (i.e. "Me-
dia"). Combining single and compound words is essential to detect features and
their values.
The purpose of the contrastive analysis method is to find out the terms which
are specific for the domain of the document under study [27, 28]. Basically,
contrastive analysis confronts the terms mined from domain-specific documents
(here: informal product descriptions) and those retrieved from domain–generic
documents (e.g., newspapers). If a term from the domain-specific document
is not frequent in the domain-generic documents, it is a domain-specific term.
Otherwise, it is a domain-generic term.
Information Extraction. Step Í aims at mining numerical information
since they are capable to describe precisely the technical characteristics of a
product. These information are domain relevant multi-word phrases which con-
tain measures (e.g. "1920 x 1080 Resolution") including intervals (e.g. "Turbo
Boost up to 3.1 GHz").
Inspired by the "termhood" concept used earlier, the extracted multi-words
should be conceptually independent from the context in which they appear. For
instance, suppose we have in the text this phrase "the processor has 3 MB cache
and 2.0 GHz processor speed". Here, "2.0 GHz Processor Speed" is conceptually
independent whereas "2.0 GHz Processor" is not. We use statistical filters in-
spired by the "termhood" metric applied in step Ë, to extract these numerical
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domain relevant multi-words from text.
Building the PCM. Once the top list for the terms and respectively for
numerical information are identified for each product, we start the construction
of the PCM. This process requires creating some intermediate structures. The
key idea is to perform separately terms clustering from information clustering.
A terms cluster gives the possible descriptor values (e.g. "Multiformat") while
an information cluster provides the potential quantifier values (e.g. "1920 x
1080") for the retrieved feature. In step Î we compute similarity between terms
and correspondingly between information to generate two weighted similarity
relationship graphs: a Terms Relationship Graph (TRG) and an Information
Relationship Graph (IRG). To identify coherent clusters, we first determine the
similarity of each pair of elements by using syntactical heuristics. In step Ï
we apply clustering in each graph to identify terms clusters and information
clusters. Finally, step Ð extracts features and cell values to build the PCM.
Elements which are not clustered will be considered as boolean features. We
distinguish different types of features (see Figure 1): boolean which have Yes/No
values, quantified when their values contain measures (e.g. "Resolution", "Hard
Drive", etc.), descriptive if their values contain only noun and adjectival phrases
(e.g. "Media Reader"). The resulting PCM can be visualized and refined af-
terwards. In the following sections, we elaborate these three main tasks. We
address mining terms and information in Section 4 and the construction of the
PCM in Section 5.
4. Terms & Information Extraction
In this section, we describe the first half of our approach which handle the
terms and information extraction from textual descriptions. Several successful
tools have been developed to automatically extract (simple or complex) terms
[29, 27]. The reason why we develop our own terms extractor is that we propose
later an extraction of numerical information inspired by the termhood concept.
This section includes mining domain specific terms (steps Ê to Ì) in Sections
4.1 and 4.2, and information extraction (step Í) in Section 4.3.
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4.1. Terms Mining
Terms mining consists in the first two steps of Figure 4. Firstly, raw feature
descriptors are mined from each product overview via the BestBuy API. The
product overview tend to include a general product description followed by a
list of feature descriptors. Therefore, given n products of the same category,
we have D1...Dn documents (products overviews). From each one of these
documents we identify a ranked list of terms. In this section, we discuss the
candidate extraction process, that makes use of: i) linguistic filters; ii) stoplist;
iii) statistical filters (C-NC Value).
4.1.1. Linguistic filters.
The linguistic filters operate on the automatic Part–of–speech (POS) tagged
and lemmatized text, making use of various types of linguistic feature. POS
tagging is the assignment of a grammatical tag (e.g. noun, adjective, verb,
preposition, determiner, etc.) to each word in the corpus. It is required by the
linguistic filter which will only allow specific expressions for extraction. Table 1
contains lines of the corpus before the tagging and after the tagging. After POS
tagging, we select all expressions (multi-words) which follow a set of specific
POS patterns, that we esteem relevant in our context. Without any linguistic
information, undesirable expressions such as of the, is a, etc., would also be
mined.
Since most terms are made up of nouns and adjectives, [30], and sometimes
prepositions, [31], we adopt linguistic filters that accept these kinds of expres-
sions (see F1, F2 and F3). They extract terms like "operating system", "digital
media reader", "wide array of streaming media", etc. The choice of linguistic filters
has an influence on the precision and the recall of the output list, e.g a restric-
tive filter will have a positive influence on precision and a negative influence
on recall [32]. We are not strict about the choice of a specific linguistic filter,
because different applications need different filters.
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Table 1: Sample of the corpus before and after POS tagging
BEFORE Tagging
Enjoy stunning images with this HP ENVY m7-k211dx laptop’s 17.3 high-
definition touch screen and NVIDIA GeForce 840M graphics, with 2GB ded-
icated video memory, which display games, movies and streaming media in
brilliant clarity and detail.
5th Gen Intel Core i7-5500U processor.
Features a 4MB L3 cache and 2.4 GHz processor speed.
17.3 WLED-backlit high-definition touch-screen display.
AFTER Tagging
Enjoy/VB stunning/JJ images/NNS with/IN this/DT HP/NNP
ENVY/NNP m7-k211dx/JJ laptop/NN ’s/POS 17.3/CD high-
definition/JJ touch/NN screen/NN and/CC NVIDIA/NNP
GeForce/NNP 840M/CD graphics/NNS ,/, with/IN 2GB/CD ded-
icated/JJ video/NN memory/NN ,/, which/WDT display/VBP
games/NNS ,/, movies/NNS and/CC streaming/VBG media/NNS
in/IN brilliant/JJ clarity/NN and/CC detail/NN ./.
5th/JJ Gen/NNP Intel/NNP Core/NNP i7-5500U/JJ processor/NN ./.
Features/VBZ a/DT 4MB/NNP L3/NNP cache/NN and/CC 2.4/CD
GHz/NNP processor/NN speed/NN ./.
17.3/CD WLED-backlit/JJ high-definition/JJ touch-screen/JJ display/NN
./.
We will present our approach combined with each of these three filters:
F1: Noun+ Noun
F2: (Adj|Noun)+ Noun
F3: (Noun Prep | Adj)* Noun+
In our approach, we use a filter which also constrains the maximum number of
words. This measure is to be considered as domain-dependent, being related to
the linguistic peculiarities of the specialized language we are dealing with. In
arts for example, terms tend to be shorter than in science and technology. The
length also depends on the type of terms we accept. Terms that only consist of
nouns for example, very rarely contain more than 5 or 6 words.
The process of finding this maximum length is as follows: we attempt to
identify expressions of a specific length. If we do not obtain any expressions of
this length, we decrease the number by 1 and make a new attempt. We carry
on in this way until we find a length for which expressions exist. At this point,
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mining candidate expressions can take place.
4.1.2. Stoplist.
A stop-list is a list of words which are very common words. These words are
not included in standard representations of documents because they are common
to all the documents and cannot be good discriminators. Removing the stop
words allows us to focus on the sole important words in the representations.
4.1.3. Statistical filters based on C-NC Value.
Terms are finally extracted and ranked by computing C-NC value [27]. This
metric determines how much an expression is likely to be conceptually indepen-
dent from its context. An expression is conceptually dependent if it requires
additional words to be meaningful in its context while an expression is concep-
tually independent if it appears in different context. Some examples are: "touch
screen", "high quality images", "plenty of storage capacity" or "Media Reader". In
our study, "Media Reader" is considered as a whole since "Reader" often appears
coupled with the same word "Media".
We eventually obtain for each Di a ranked list of expressions together with
their ranking according to the C-NC metric, and their frequency in the docu-
ment. We choose from the list the k terms having the higher ranking. The value
of k has been empirically selected: a higher value ensures more domain-specific
terms but at the same time it could introduce noisy expressions. For further
details, we provide in Appendix A an explanation of the computation of the
C-NC value metric as well as an algorithm describing the steps to construct a
list of candidate terms from a corpus [27, 33].
4.2. Contrastive Analysis
The contrastive ranking technique aims at refining extracted terms by fil-
tering noise due to common words. We can re-rank terms according to their
domain-specificity [27]. We consider terms extracted from both domain-specific
document Di and domain generic documents (the contrastive corpora) using
the same method described in Section 4.1. Specifically, we have chosen as do-
main generic documents the Penn Treebank corpus which collects articles from
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the Wall Street Journal. Ferrari et al. [23] have employed a similar approach
and corpus. The new rank Ri(t) for a term t extracted from a document Di is
computed as follows:
Ri(t) = arctan(log(fi(t)) · (
fi(t)
Fc(t)
Nc
)
where fi(t) is the frequency of the term t extracted from Di, Fc(t) is the
sum of the frequencies of t in the contrastive corpora, and Nc is the sum of
the frequencies of all the terms extracted from Di in the contrastive corpora.
The rationale behind this ranking is as follows: If a term is less frequent in
the domain-generic documents, it is considered as a domain-specific term and
is consequently ranked higher. We obtain for each Di a list of terms, together
with their ranking according the function R, and their frequency in Di. Finally,
we empirically select the l terms having the higher ranking from each list. Our
empirical selection is guided by the following observation: Higher values of l
might introduce terms that are not domain-specific, while lower values could
eliminate relevant terms.
4.3. Information Extraction
Besides domain-specific terms, we also consider numerical information de-
fined as domain relevant multi-word phrases containing numerical values, since
they are capable to describe precisely the technical characteristics of a product.
We use filters that extract multi-words including numbers (Integer, Double,
pourcentage, degree, etc): "3.0 GHz Processor Speed", "Microsoft Windows 8.1
64-bit Operating System"; multiplication of numbers: "1920 x 1080 Resolution";
and intervals: "Turbo Boost up to 3.6GHz", "Memory expandable to 16GB". Our
method is combined with each of these three filters:
F4: Nb-Exp (Adj|Noun)* Noun
F5: (Adj|Noun)* Noun Nb-Exp
F6: (Adj|Noun)* Noun Nb-Exp (Adj|Noun)* Noun
where, Nb-Exp is a measure following these patterns:
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– Number (Integer, Double, pourcentage, degree, etc.): Nb, Nb%, Nb◦.
– Multiplication of numbers: Nb×Nb.
– Interval: Nb −Nb, up to Nb, down to Nb, expandable to Nb, ≤ Nb, ≥ Nb,
etc.
Inspired by the "termhood" concept used earlier, the extracted multi-words
should be conceptually independent from the context in which they appears. For
instance, "3.0 GHz Processor Speed" is conceptually independent whereas "3.0
GHz Processor" is not. Similarly, we identify a ranked list of domain relevant
multi-words from each document Di by applying first linguistic filters (F4, F5,
F6) using POS tagging and second statistical filters inspired by C-NC Value.
When combining the C-Value score with the context information (see Ap-
pendix A), the algorithm extracts the context words (obviously not numbers)
of the top list of candidates and then calculates the N-Value on the entire list of
candidate multi-words. A word is considered a context word if it appears with
the extracted candidate multi-words.
When computing the weight of a context word w, weight(w) = t(w)n , t(w)
is not only the number of candidate multi-words w appears with, but also the
number of domain-specific terms containing w and n is the total number of
considered candidate multi-words and domain-specific terms.
Hence, for each Di, we have a ranked list of multi-words that can be con-
sidered domain relevant, together with their ranking according to the C-NC
metric. The more a multi-word is likely to be a domain relevant, the higher
the ranking. From the list we select the k multi-words that received the higher
ranking. The value of k shall be empirically selected.
5. Building the PCM
Now that we have for each product a list of domain specific terms ranked
according to the C-NC metric and their frequency in the corresponding product
descriptions and also a list of numerical information ranked according to the
C-NC Value, the whole challenge consists in building a sound and meaningful
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PCM. This process requires to find out the final features and compute the cell
value for each couple product-feature.
To extract features and cell values, a first natural strategy is to perform
clustering based on the similarity of the elements (terms or information) to
compute groups of elements. The intuitive idea is that clusters of syntactically
similar elements can be exploited to identify the common concern, witch can
be organized as variability concept, and its possible values, since elements in a
cluster are likely to share a common feature but with different quantification (in
the case of information clusters) or description (in the case of terms clusters).
Cell values can be (see the PCM of Figure 1):
• Boolean: can take a value of True or False, to represent whether the
feature is present or not.
• Descriptors: noun phrases and adjectival phrases given according to this
pattern: (Adj | Noun)+: "Digital" and "Multiformat" are two descriptor
values of "Media Reader"; and "Front-facing TrueVision high-definition"
and "Built-in high-definition" represent two potential values of "Webcam".
• Quantifiers: measures that can be Integer, Double, Partial, etc; in com-
pliance with Nb-Exp ((Adj | Noun)* Noun)* pattern. For instance, "1366
x 768" as "Resolution", "12GB DDR3L SDRAM" as "Memory"; "up to 3.1
GHz" as "Turbo Boost"; and "Microsoft Windows 8.1 64-bit" as "Operating
System".
5.1. Terms and Information Similarity
The goal here (step Î in Figure 4) is to determine a weighted similarity
relationship graph among terms and respectively among numerical information.
Two graphs were constructed: Terms Relationship Graph (TRG) and Infor-
mation Relationship Graph (IRG) in which nodes represent respectively terms
and information. Assume there are n terms, they and their relationships are
modeled as an undirected graph TRG = (V,E), in which:
V = {Ti |Ti is an individual term, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
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E = {Eij |Eij is the relationship between terms Ti and Tj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}.
Similarly, assume there are m numerical information, IRG is an undirected
graph and is defined as IRG = (V ′, E′), in which:
V ′ = {Ii | Ii is an individual information, 1 ≤ i ≤ m},
E′ = {E′ij |E′ij is the relationship between information Ii and Ij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤
m}.
The key point is to determine the weight of each edge to express the strength
of the relationships between terms and respectively between numerical informa-
tion. We define the weight function W (e) for each edge, where e ∈ E ∪ E′. To
identify coherent clusters, we determined the similarity of each pair of elements
through computing syntactical heuristics.
Syntactical heuristics use edit distance and other metrics based on words’
morphology to determine the similarity of two elements. We used the so-called
Levenshtein edit distance [34] that computes the minimal edit operations (re-
naming, deleting or inserting a symbol) required to transform the first string
into the second one. For example, the Levenshtein distance between "kitten"
and "sitting" is 3, since the following three edits change one into the other, and
there is no way to do it with fewer than three edits (substitution of "s" for "k",
substitution of "i" for "e", and insertion of "g" at the end).
In this work, we do not employ semantic similarity metrics. We favour a
syntactical strategy since a substantial amount of features and values are made
of specific technical terms and numerical values.
5.2. Terms and Information Clustering
After building the two relationship graphs, we apply terms clustering in
TRG and information clustering in IRG to identify respectively terms clusters
and information clusters (step Ï in Figure 4). The underlying idea [35] is that
a cluster of tight-related elements with different granularities can be generated
by changing the clustering threshold value t. The algorithm for terms and
information clustering, inspired by [35], is described in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Terms and Information clustering
Input : undirected graph G representing a terms/information
relationship graph (TRG or IRG); t as the threshold for
clustering
Output: list of clusters C
1 for each edge e in G do
2 if W (e) ≥ t then
3 e.validType = true;
4 else
5 e.validType = false;
6 end
7 end
8 C = connectedComponentsByValidEdges(G);
In this algorithm, the attribute validType of each edge indicates whether
this edge is valid for computing the connected components. We use the func-
tion connectedComponentsByV alidEdges(G) to decompose the graph G into
connected components. Here, G corresponds to terms relationship graph or in-
formation relationship graph. In the same connected component, vertices are
reachable from each other through the edges whose validType attribute is true.
This function returns a set of connected components, and each of them forms a
cluster composed by a set of tight-related elements.
To identify clusters, a threshold value t is fixed. If an edge exists between
two elements and its weight is greater than or equal to t, they will belong to
the same cluster; otherwise, they will not. Thus, the edges whose weights are
above or equal to the threshold value are set to be valid; otherwise, the edges are
invalid. Then connected components are computed by the valid edges. Each
connected component is a cluster of tight-related elements sharing the same
concern which represents the feature. As we decrease the threshold value, more
edges are set to be valid, and we get clusters with coarser granularities.
5.3. Extracting Features and Cell Values
Finally to construct the PCM, we need to extract the features and the cell
values from terms clusters and information clusters (step Ð in Figure 4). To
retrieve the feature name from a cluster, we developed a process that involved
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selecting the most frequently occurring phrase from among all elements (terms
or information) in the cluster. This approach is similar to the method presented
in [36] for summarizing customer reviews. To identify the most frequently occur-
ring phrase we reuse the POS tags identified earlier (see Section 4.1). The ele-
ments are then pruned to retain only Noun+ for terms clusters and (Adj|Noun)*
Noun for information clusters, as the other expressions were found not to add
useful information for describing a feature.
Frequent itemsets are then determined for each of the clusters. In this con-
text, frequent itemsets represent sets of expressions which frequently co-occur
together in the elements attributed to the same cluster. Formally, the support
of an itemset I is the number of elements in the cluster that contain all the
expressions in I. Given a pre-determined itemset support threshold, s, I is con-
sidered frequent if its support is equal or larger than s1. Different algorithms
are proposed for mining frequent itemsets including the Apriori [37] and Eclat
algorithms. We chose to adopt Apriori as it is shown to be memory-efficient and
hence suitable for the size of our data set. To select a feature name, the frequent
itemset of maximum size, FISmax is selected. Finally, to extract cell values, we
substitute FISmax from each element within the cluster. For example, "Digital
Media Reader" and "Multiformat Media Reader" form a terms cluster. "Media
Reader" is the feature name, while "Digital" and "Multiformat" are two possible
values. At the same time, "1920 x 1080 Resolution", "1366 x 768 Resolution" and
"2560 x 1600 Resolution" represent information cluster that gives "Resolution"
as a features name and three potential values: "1920 x 1080", "1366 x 768" and
"2560 x 1600". Elements which are not clustered will be considered as boolean
features. Each cluster adds one column in the PCM containing the feature and
the corresponding cell value for each product in the family.
1We set this threshold to 1 since we want to find out itemsets that occur in all elements
in the cluster.
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Figure 5: Extraction of Features and Cell Values
6. Tool Support
MatrixMiner offers an interactive mode where the user can import a set of
product descriptions, synthesize a complete PCM, and exploit the result [24].
We also have pre-computed a series of PCMs coming from different categories of
BestBuy (Printers, Cell phones, Digital SLR Cameras, Dishwashers, Laptops,
Ranges, Refrigerators, TVs, Washing Machines). Our tool also provides the
ability to visualize the resulting PCM in the context of the original textual
product descriptions and also the technical specification typically to control or
refine the synthesized information.
6.1. Implementation and Used Technologies
Stanford CoreNLP2 provides a set of natural language analysis tools which
can take raw text input and give the base forms of words, their parts of speech,
etc. Stanford CoreNLP integrates many of NLP tools, including the Part-Of-
Speech (POS) tagger that reads text in some language and assigns parts of
speech to each word (and other token), such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. To
tokenize and remove stop words from text we use Lucene3 which is a high-
performance, scalable Information Retrieval (IR) library for text indexing and
2http://nlp.stanford.edu
3https://lucene.apache.org
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searching. Smith-Waterman and Levenshtein compute syntactical similarity
based on words’ morphology. They come from the Simmetrics4 library. The
specific source code of the extraction procedure is available online: https://
github.com/sbennasr/matrix-miner-engine. Our Web environment reuses
the editor of OpenCompare5.
6.2. Importing, Visualizing, and Editing
The MatrixMiner environment is dedicated to the visualisation and edition
of PCMs. Human intervention is beneficial to (1) refine/correct some values (2)
re-organize the matrix for improving readability of the PCM.
As a result we developed an environment for supporting users in these activ-
ities. Our tool provides the capability for tracing products and features of the
extracted PCM to the original product overviews and the technical specifica-
tions. Hence the PCM can be interactively controlled, complemented or refined
by a user. Moreover users can restructure the matrix through the grouping or
ordering of features. Overall, the features available are the following:
• select a set of comparable products. Users can rely on a number of filters
(e.g. category, brand, sub categories, etc. See Figure 6, A );
• ways to visualize the PCM with a traceability with original product descrip-
tions. For each cell value, the corresponding product description is depicted
with the highlight of the feature name and value in the text. For instance,
"500GB Hard Drive" is highlighted in the text when a user clicks on "500GB"
(see Figure 6, B and C );
• ways to visualize the PCM with a traceability with the technical specification
(see Figure 6, D ). For each cell value, the corresponding specification is
displayed including the feature name, the feature value and even other related
features. Regarding our running example, "Hard Drive Capacity" and two
related features ("Hard Drive Type" and "Hard Drive RPM") are depicted
together with their corresponding values;
4http://sourceforge.net/projects/simmetrics
5https://github.com/gbecan/OpenCompare
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• basic features of a PCM editor. Users can remove the insignificant features,
complete missing values, refine incomplete values or revise suspect values if
any – typically based on information contained in the textual description and
the technical specification;
• advanced features of a PCM editor: means to filter and sort values (see
Figure 6, E and F ); ways to distinguish Yes, No and empty cells using
different colors to improve the readability of the PCM; prioritise features by
changing the columns order, etc.
7. Case Study and Evaluation Settings
So far, we have presented a procedure and automated techniques, integrated
into the MatrixMiner environment, for synthesizing PCMs. For evaluating our
approach, we considered a dataset coming from BestBuy, a multinational con-
sumer electronics corporation. BestBuy provides descriptions for hundreds of
thousands of products in different domains. We used the BestBuy dataset to
synthesize PCMs out of informal product descriptions.
Our evaluation is made of two major studies.
Empirical Study (Section 8). We aim to measure some properties of
the extracted PCMs. Is our extraction procedure able to synthesize comparable
information and compact PCMs? Is there an overlap between synthesized PCMs
and technical specifications?
User Study (Section 9). We aim to evaluate the quality of the information
in the synthesized PCMs. How correct are features’ names and values in the
synthesized PCMs? Can synthesized PCMs refine technical specifications? Such
a study necessitates a human assessment. We have involved users to review
information of our synthesized PCMs using MatrixMiner traceabilities.
In the reminder of this section, we describe the dataset and evaluation set-
tings we use for performing the two studies (see Section 8 and Section 9).
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7.1. Data
We selected 9 products categories that cover a very large spectrum of do-
mains (Printers, Cell phones, Digital SLR Cameras, Dishwashers, Laptops,
Ranges, Refrigerators, TVs, Washing Machines) from Bestbuy. Currently, we
have implemented a mining procedure on top of BestBuy API [25] for retrieving
numerous product pages along different categories. We mined 2692 raw product
overviews using Bestbuy API. The characteristics of the dataset are summarized
in Table 2.
Table 2: Overview dataset
Products Category #Products Overviews #Words per Overview (Avg)
Laptops 425 350
Cell Phones 99 225
Cameras 141 279
Printers 183 277
TVs 253 283
Refrigerators 708 187
Ranges 538 275
Washing Machines 107 255
Dishwashers 238 263
Total 2692 897,020 (#Words in all Overviews)
Another important property of the dataset is that product descriptions
across and within different categories do not share the same template. We
came to this conclusion when manually grouping and looking at products de-
scriptions within the same category. We have read hundreds of descriptions (169
clusters of comparable products have been obtained, see next section). We have
observed that the text does not follow the same structures: There are not neces-
sarily the same implicit sections (if any) or the same granularity of details. The
absence of template challenges extractive techniques – precisely our approach
does not assume any regular structure of product descriptions.
7.2. Threshold Settings
Our extraction procedure exhibits some parameters. As part of our exper-
iments, we used the same exact parameters’ values for all products categories
(laptops, cell phones, cameras, printers, TVs, washing machines, etc.). Now, we
describe how these values have been empirically set.
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Among the automatically extracted terms, for each Di we have selected the
k = 30 items that received the higher ranking according to the C-NC Value.
The value for k has been empirically chosen: we have seen that the majority of
the domain-specific terms – to be re-ranked in the contrastive analysis phase –
were actually included in the first 30 terms. We have seen that higher values
of k were introducing noisy items, while lower values were excluding relevant
domain-specific items.
The final term list is represented by the top list of 25 terms ranked accord-
ing to the contrastive score: such a list includes domain–specific terms only,
without noisy common words. It should be noted that the two thresholds for
top lists cutting as well as the maximum term length can be customized for
domain–specific purposes through the configuration file. As it was discussed
in Section 4.1.1, the length of multi–word terms is dramatically influenced by
the linguistic peculiarities of the domain document collection. We empirically
tested that for the electronics domain, multi–word terms longer than 7 tokens
introduce noise in the acquired term list.
Now regarding automatically retrieved numerical information, for each Di
we have selected the k = 15 items that received the higher ranking according
to the C-NC Value. To calculate clusters of similar terms (resp. information),
the threshold of similarity t has been set empirically after experiments at 0.6
(resp. 0.4). We have seen that the majority of well-formed clusters actually
occur when the similarity thresholds are set at these values.
8. Empirical Study
In this section, we address three research questions:
• RQ1.1: What are the properties of the extracted PCMs (be-
ing from overviews or technical specifications)? We measure the
amount of comparable information, the size of matrices, and the incom-
pleteness of the information. Does our extraction procedure synthesize
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PCMs of good quality? Do synthesized PCMs differ from technical speci-
fication PCMs?
• RQ1.2: What is the impact of selected products on the extracted
PCMs (being from overviews or technical specifications)? A naive
selection of products may lead to a non-compact and non-exploitable PCM
since considered products have little in common and thus hard to compare.
• RQ1.3: Is there an overlap between synthesized PCMs and
technical specifications? We automatically compute common features’
names and values in both sides for investigating the complementarity of
the two sources of information.
8.1. Dataset
We created two main datasets: overviews dataset and specifications dataset.
Each of them comprises two sub-datasets (random and supervised) which con-
tain respectively a random and supervised selection of groups of 10 products
belonging to the same category (e.g. laptops).
8.1.1. Overviews Dataset (D1)
SD1.1: Overviews Dataset (random). We randomly select a set of
products (also called clusters hereafter) in a given category (e.g. laptops)
and we gather the corresponding products overviews. To reduce fluctuations
caused by random generation [38], we run 40 iterations for each category.
Results are reported as the mean value over 40 iterations.
SD1.2: Overviews Dataset (supervised clustering). A domain ex-
pert manually selected 169 clusters of comparable products against product
overviews. To this end, he relies on a number of filters proposed by Bestbuy
(brand, sub categories, etc.). The key idea is to scope the set of products so
that they become comparable.
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8.1.2. Specifications Dataset (D2)
SD2.1: Specifications Dataset (random). We keep the same set of
products as SD1.1 (that is based on a random strategy). This time we
consider technical specifications.
SD2.2: Specifications Dataset (supervised). We keep the same set of
products as SD1.2. (that is based on a supervised clustering). We consider
technical specifications.
8.2. RQ1.1. What are the properties of the extracted PCMs (being from overviews
or technical specifications)?
Motivation of the study. We investigate whether our approach is able to syn-
thesize comparable information and compact PCMs out of informal overviews.
As an extreme case we do not want very large and sparse PCMs with lots of
empty cells. We also compare synthesized PCMs with technical specifications.
For example: how incomplete are technical specifications in comparison to our
synthesized PCMs? Overall, this study gives preliminary insights about (1) the
quality of our extraction procedure; (2) the strengths and weaknesses of our
synthesized PCMs.
Experimental Setup. To answer our research question, we compute the fol-
lowing metrics over these two datasets: SD1.2 and SD2.2.
• PCM size: the smaller is the size of the PCM, the more exploitable is
the matrix.
• % Boolean features: the fewer boolean features there are, the more
readable is the PCM.
• % Descriptive and quantified features: the more quantified and de-
scriptive features there are, the more usable and exploitable is the PCM.
• % Empty cells (N/A): the fewer empty cells there are, the more com-
pact and homogeneous is the PCM.
• % Empty cells per features category: in particular, we measured
the percentage of boolean empty cells, the percentage of quantified empty
cells and the percentage of descriptive empty cells.
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• Number of empty cells per features category (Avg): specifically,
we measured the average of empty cells per boolean feature, the average
of empty cells per quantified feature and the average of empty cells per
descriptive feature.
The experimental results show that the synthesized PCMs exhibit numerous
quantitative and comparable information. Indeed, the resulting overview PCMs
contain in average 107.9 of features including 12.5% of quantified features and
15.6% of descriptive features. Only 13% of cell values are empty which demon-
strate that our approach is able to generate compact PCMs.
When applying a supervised scoping, we notice that specification PCMs have
35.8% less features in average than overview PCMs. The nature of product
overviews (and the verbosity of natural languages) partly explains the phe-
nomenon. Interestingly, overview PCMs reduce the percentage of empty cells
by 27.8 percentage points.
8.3. RQ1.2. What is the impact of selected products on the extracted PCMs
(being from overviews or technical specifications)?
Motivation of the study. In the previous research question, the 10 products
subject to comparison have been carefully selected. There may be less favourable
cases for which the 10 products have been randomly chosen and are thus harder
to compare, despite being in the same category. A first assumption is that,
for such cases, our extraction procedure can have more difficulties to synthesize
PCMs of good quality. A second assumption is that technical specifications face
similar issues (e.g., the number of empty cells increases) when a naive selection
of input products is performed. The question can be formulated as follows:
does the set of considered products influence the properties of the PCMs (e.g.,
number of empty cells)? Overall, this study gives further insights about our
extraction procedure and the kinds of resulting PCMs we can extract.
Experimental Setup. To answer our research question, we compare random
and supervised techniques for products selection according to the metrics that
we had used previously in RQ1.1. Thus, we need to compute as well these
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Figure 7: Features: Random vs Supervised Scoping
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Figure 8: Cell Values: Random vs Supervised Scoping
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metrics over random datasets: SD1.1 and SD2.1. Figures 7 and 8 describe
the properties of the synthesized PCMs when applying random and supervised
scoping.
The experimental results are as follows.
Complexity of PCMs. We compare the properties of overview PCMs
generated using a random scoping and those engendered from a supervised
scoping. We first notice that a supervised manner reduces significantly the
complexity of the derived PCMs with 30.4% less cells and as much less fea-
tures than a random selection of products. These results also show that our
extraction is capable of exploiting the fact that products are closer and more
subject to comparison.
Similarly, when we compare specification PCMs obtained respectively from
a naive and supervised selection of products, we observe that a supervised
scoping gives better results. Indeed, supervised PCMs contain 13.1% less
cells and likely less features than random PCMs.
Homogeneity of PCMs. Following a naive scoping, we extracted overview
PCMs with 16.4% of empty cells in average, whereas a manual clustering
of products leads to a lower percentage of empty cells (13% in average). In
particular, we observe that supervised matrices decrease by 22.7 (resp. 15.9)
percentage points the percentage of quantified (resp. descriptive) empty cells.
For both naive and manual selection, we obtained no boolean empty cells.
Considering a supervised manner, our approach increases by around 3 per-
centage points the percentage of quantified features, with 2.2 less empty cells
per feature in average. Supervised matrices have almost the same percentage
of descriptive features as random matrices (15.6% in average) but with 1.6
less empty cells per feature in average. Similarly, supervised scoping enhances
the homogeneity of the specification PCMs. The percentage of empty cells
declines by 11.1 percentage points. Specifically, supervised PCMs reduce the
percentage of quantified (resp. descriptive) empty cells by 11.4 (resp. 10.1)
percentage points. In the same time, the supervised selection increases by
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2 percentage points the percentage of quantified features and around one
percentage point the percentage of descriptive features.
Key findings for RQ1.1 and RQ1.2.
- Our approach is capable of extracting numerous quantitative and compa-
rable information (12.5% of quantified features and 15.6% of descriptive
features).
- A supervised scoping of the input products reduces the complexity (in
average 107.9 of features and 1079.7 of cells) and increases the homogene-
ity and the compactness of the synthesized PCMs (only 13% of empty
cells).
- An open issued made apparent with RQ1.1 and RQ1.2 is that the size of
PCMs can be important while PCMs, being from overviews or technical
specifications, can be incomplete. It motivates the next research question
RQ1.3. on the complementarity of both PCMs.
8.4. RQ1.3. Is there an overlap between synthesized PCMs and technical speci-
fications?
Motivation of the study. The purpose of RQ1.3 is to analyze the relation-
ship and possible overlaps between generated PCMs (coming from the textual
overviews) and specification PCMs. In case generated PCMs can be made more
complete with the technical specifications (or vice-versa), it can (1) increase the
quality of PCMs (e.g., empty cells are replaced by actual values) (2) reduce the
user effort in case an information is missing or unclear (he or she can refer to
the other source of information).
Experimental Setup. To address RQ1.3, we compared the features and the
cell values for the same set of products in both overview and specification PCMs
using the following metrics:
• % Correct features in the overview matrices comparing to the specifica-
tion matrices (Features Over in Spec): we consider that a feature in an
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overview PCM is correct, if it is similar to another feature in the specification
PCM.
• % Correct features in the specification matrices comparing to the overview
matrices (Features Spec in Over): we follow the same principle described
above.
• % Correct cell values in the overview matrices comparing to the specifica-
tion matrices (Cells Over in Spec): for a given product and two similar
features in the overview PCM and the specification PCM, we consider that
the cell value in the overview PCM is correct if it is similar to the cell value
in the the specification PCM.
• % Correct cell values in the specification matrices comparing to the overview
matrices (Cells Spec in Over): we apply the same principle as Cells Over
in Spec.
Two features are similar if at least one of them occurs in the other. Now, for two
similar features and a given product, two cell values are similar if at least one
of them contains the other. Figure 9 illustrates the overlap between overview
PCMs and specification PCMs.
The experimental results are as follows.
Features Overlap. Overview matrices cover approximately half of the fea-
tures in the specification matrices (49.7% in average, 51.0% for median).
However, these latters cover only 20.4% of features in the overview matrices
(20.6% for median).
Cells Overlap. Overview matrices cover 26.2% of cell values in the specifi-
cation PCMs (in average, 26.3% for median), while these latters cover only
8.6% of cell values in the overview PCMs (8.5% for median).
The results provide evidence that, with our automated extraction from overviews,
there is also a potential to complement technical specifications of products.
Another interesting point is that the user can rely on the overlapping features
between specifications and overviews to prioritize features and then keep the
most relevant ones, in order to reduce the complexity of the overview PCM.
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Figure 9: Complementarity of Overview PCMs and Specification PCMs (RQ1.3)
Key findings for RQ1.3.
– A significant portion of features (49.7%) and cell values (26.2%) is recovered
in the technical specifications.
– The proportion of overlap of overview PCMs regarding specification PCMs
is significantly greater than the overlap of the latter regarding overview ma-
trices. This is explained by the fact that the natural language is richer, more
refined and more descriptive compared to a list of technical specifications.
– Overall, users can benefit from an interesting overlap. They can reduce the
complexity of the PCMs by only focusing on overlapping features’ names
and values. They can also complete missing cell values or even refine some
information of PCMs. It motivates the next "user study".
9. User Study
Our previous study does not evaluate the quality of the information in the
synthesized PCMs. For example, we ignore how correct are features’ names and
values in the synthesized PCMs coming from informal and textual overviews
(see RQ2.1 below). We also want to further understand the relationship between
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technical specifications and our synthesized PCMs (see RQ2.2 below). Such in-
vestigation necessitates a more qualitative judgment and an human assessment;
we have involved some participants to review information of our synthesized
PCMs using MatrixMiner traceabilities.
9.1. Experiment Settings
Dataset: We considered the same set of supervised overview PCMs used
earlier in the empirical study: the dataset SD1.2 (169 PCMs in the total).
These PCMs cover a very large spectrum of domains (Printers, Cell phones,
Digital SLR Cameras, Dishwashers, Laptops, Ranges, Refrigerators, TVs,
Washing Machines, etc.). These PCMs are made from various sizes, going
from 47 to 214 columns (features), and 10 rows (products).
Participants: The PCMs were evaluated separately by 20 persons, each
using their own computers. Participants were computer science researchers
and engineers at Inria (France). They have strong background in software
engineering. They were not aware of our work.
Evaluation Sessions: We organized one evaluation session in which we
explain the goal of the experiment to the evaluators. We provided a tutorial
describing the tool they would have to use, as well as the concepts they were
about to evaluate and related illustrative examples. We displayed randomly
one column at a time (from any PCM) and the evaluator has to attribute
scores for the feature and cell values. The evaluation session took one hour
in total.
The evaluators have to validate features and cell values in the PCM against
the information contained in the original text. To this end, the tool provides
ways to visualize the PCM with a traceability with original product descrip-
tions. For each cell value, the corresponding product overview is depicted
with the highlight of the feature name and the value in the text.
For each displayed column, the checking process consists of:
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1. Looking at the feature, the evaluators have to state whether the feature
is correct, incorrect, incomplete or irrelevant.
2. Looking at each cell value, the evaluators have to state whether the
expected cell value is correct, incorrect, incomplete or missing.
The evaluators can propose a correction of incorrect, incomplete or missing
information.
Figure 10: Overview of the environment during PCMs evaluation (by column)
It should be noted that we did not ask to participants to determine whether
some features have been missed by our extraction. There may be features in
the textual descriptions but not present in the extracted PCMs. Identifying
such missing features would require a complete review of the text from a
domain expert and is labor-intensive.
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To keep the amount of manual effort reasonable, we therefore only accounted
for end-user validation of the extracted features.
Furthermore the evaluators had to specify for each column whether the PCM
contains more/less refined information (features and cell values) than in the
specification:
– PCM = Spec: the PCM and the specification contain the same infor-
mation.
– PCM > Spec: the PCM contains more information comparing to the
specification.
– PCM < Spec: the PCM contains less information comparing to the
specification.
– incomparable: the information in the PCM and the specification do not
match.
The tool offers ways to visualize the PCM with a traceability with the spec-
ification. For each cell value, the corresponding specification is depicted
including the feature name and the cell value. The evaluators can add a
comment at the end of the evaluation of each column.
Evaluation Scenario: Participants performed the evaluation as follows.
We displayed one column at a time (see Figure 10 and the column hard drive).
The evaluators have to validate the feature and cell values. They can either
refer to the original text (Figure 10 shows how we highlight both feature
names and values) or to the technical specification. Once the evaluation of
one column is finished, the evaluator submits his/her evaluation and starts
again a new evaluation for a new column.
Evaluation Outputs: We obtained 118 evaluated features and 1203 eval-
uated cell values during an evaluation session of one hour. Overall, 50% of
evaluated features belong to ranges, 24.57% come from laptops, 16.10% are
related to printers, and 9.32% correspond to features of refrigerators, TV
and washing machines. On the other hand, 45.95% of evaluated cell values
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are about ranges, 22.61% are contained in laptops PCMs, 16.90% of values
belong to printers and 14.52% are related to refrigerators, TV and washing
machines.
Figure 11: Quality of Features and Cell Values
9.2. RQ2.1. How do users perceive the information of synthesized PCMs when
confronted to the original, textual overviews?
Motivation of the study. In Figure 10, the feature hard drive and its 10 cell
values make sense. However our extraction procedure can sometimes introduce
errors in the PCMs: features’ names or cell values may be incorrect or irrelevant.
In this study, we aim to qualitatively confront the information in the synthesized
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PCM with the original text. As there is no automated oracle, we rely on humans
judgements to assess it. Thanks to users we can, for instance, compute the
percentage of correct features and cell values.
This study aims to provide some insights on the quality of our extraction
procedure. Another motivation of this study is to investigate how MatrixMiner
traceability mechanisms can help users in reviewing and controlling the infor-
mation – we only highlight some elements in the texts and avoid a reading of
the entire text.
Experimental results are reported in Figure 11 and show that our automatic
approach retrieves 43% of correct features and 68% of correct cell values in one
step and without any user intervention, showing the usefulness of our approach.
We also note that 10% of features and 9% of cell values are incomplete which
means that are correct but are not enough precise. This means that we are very
close to the right values. Using the traceability with the original text, users can
easily retrieve the full information and complete the PCM.
Only 20% of features and 21% of cell values are incorrect with 2% of these
latters are missing. In the same time, we observe that 27% of features extracted
automatically are irrelevant (one cannot objectively know the preferred features
for a user). Again, the results provide evidence that the role of the user remains
crucial. Indeed, the user is able to correct or complete the information in the
PCM thanks to the traceability with the original product descriptions and the
specifications. Also, he/she can remove the features which he/she consider
irrelevant.
9.3. RQ2.2. How do users perceive the overlap between synthesized PCMs and
technical specifications?
Motivation of the study. Thanks to MatrixMiner and basic matching tech-
niques, we can relate information in the synthesized PCMs with technical speci-
fications. Previous sections (see RQ1.1, RQ1.2 and RQ1.3) suggest some poten-
tial, but we ignore the exact relationship: Is it a refinement? Is it a new infor-
mation? Here, we gather insights on the overlap between the synthesized PCM
(overviews) and the technical specifications. We investigate how our synthesized
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Figure 12: Overlap between PCMs and the Specifications
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PCMs can complement or refine technical specifications (and vice-versa). It can
drastically improve or expand the information in PCMs.
Experimental Results. We compared the features and the cell values for the
same set of products in both synthesized PCMs and the specifications. Figure
12 shows that regarding 56% (resp. 71%) of the total features (resp. cell values),
we have as much or more information in the PCMs than in the specifications.
In particular, the PCMs outperform the specifications with 39% more re-
fined features, while these latters contain only 24% more refined features than
the PCMs. We reported that 17% of features are equal in both PCMs and the
specifications. Concerning cell values, PCMs are more accurate than the speci-
fications in 50% of cases and equal to the specifications in 21% of cases. Only
18% of cell values are more detailed in the specifications.
Furthermore, we report that 20% of features and 11% of cell values are
incomparable which means that the information are different in the PCMs and
the specifications. These results are of great interest for the user since he/she
can get a complete view when merging these incomparable information, and
thus can maintain or refine the information in the resulting PCMs. This shows
the importance of exploiting the text.
Key findings for RQ2.1 and RQ2.2
• Our automatic approach retrieves 43% of correct features and 68% of
correct cell values. Users can rely on MatrixMiner’s traceability to con-
trol, edit or remove some features’ names and values without having to
review the entire textual descriptions.
• Results show that we have as much or more information in the synthe-
sized PCMs than in the technical specifications for a significant portion
of features (56%) and cell values (71%). Again, users can rely on Ma-
trixMiner to refine or expand the information in both sources.
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9.4. Discussion
As shown in the evaluation, the role of users may remain crucial to complete
the information in the PCM. In this context, the tool provides the capability
for tracing the information contained in the extracted PCM with:
1. The original product overviews: MatrixMiner allows users to only focus
on the related part of the text, and not the whole text, to correct/refine
the information in the PCM.
2. The technical specifications: the user can merge the information coming
from both sources to get a complete view.
In this way, the PCM can be easily controlled, complemented or refined by a
user. Our tool is based on a syntactical matching to maintain the traceability.
This matching is beneficial since it provides some useful information:
• 43% of correct features and 68% of correct cell values, by referring to the
text.
• for 56% of features and 71% of values, we have as much or more informa-
tion in the PCMs, by referring to the specifications.
More sophisticated, semantic-based mechanisms can also be considered to map
information in the synthesized PCMs with technical specifications. The user
effort can sometimes be obsolete when the information is just not there, neither
in the text nor in the specifications.
10. Threats to Validity
An external threat to validity has to do with the context of our case study,
which is limited to the BestBuy dataset. We considered numerous categories
and products to diversify the textual corpus. The product descriptions used
in our experiments do not generally have the same template. In the empirical
study, a domain expert read and analysed manually 1215 product overviews
to cluster comparable products. We note that even within the same category,
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products may describe the same feature in different ways, or chose to describe
different features. These factors have concrete implications in the PCM defi-
nition. For instance 13% of the cells are empty, which shows the diversity of
feature descriptions in the overview.
As a consequence, a template-based approach is less likely to be applied in an
effective manner, whereas a NLP approach is more agnostic in terms of product
description. Nevertheless, we plan to apply our procedure on other websites than
BestBuy in order to investigate the generalizability of our approach. However,
we are confident that our approach is independent from Bestbuy and can be
technically configured for other Websites.
There are internal threats to validity. A first internal threat comes from the
manual optimization of the clustering thresholds (regarding terms and informa-
tion) for the evaluation of the heuristic. Another set of thresholds could generate
less favorable results. Similarly, a manual optimization of top lists thresholds
according to C-NC Value or domain-specificity metrics, might affect the quality
of the domain specific terms. We did not optimize parameters tresholds for a
given (sub)domain: we used the same parameters’ values for the different prod-
uct categories (laptops, cell phones, cameras, printers, TVs, washing machines,
etc.).
Second, the computation of overlapping parts between the specifications and
the overviews is based on an equivalence between features names and cell values
(see RQ1.3). We chose a simple measurement based on occurrence of names to
reduce the false positives. A more sophisticated measure (e.g. based on syn-
onyms) could identify more overlapping information with the risk of providing
false positives.
Besides we chose to consider only 10 products. The main rationale is that
we wanted to obtain compact PCMs with numerous comparable information.
Another number of products might give other results. A big number of products
could increase the complexity of the PCM and a very small number of products
could lead to few comparable information. It is an open problem to determine
for which number the approach is applicable and useful.
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The final threat we discussed here is related to the evaluation process in
the user study. It is not always evident for the evaluators to decide whether
the synthesized PCM has more or less information than in the specification
(see RQ2.2). In some cases, the evaluator could find more and different refined
information regarding a same feature in the two sides.
11. Related Work
Terminology Extraction. Term extraction systems make use of various
degrees of linguistic filtering. Statistical measures can be employed such as
Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF/IDF) [39], the C-NC Value
method [33], or lexical association measures (e.g., log likelihood [40]). Extensive
semantic resources can be considered as well [41, 42].
Another interesting line of research is based on the comparison of the dis-
tribution of terms across corpora. Under this approach, identification of rel-
evant term candidates is carried out through inter-domain contrastive analy-
sis [43, 44, 32]. Our process relies on methods for term recognition and infor-
mation extraction. We adapt such techniques for specifically extracting and
organizing variability information into a PCM.
Mining Features. The majority of existing approaches are about mining
features from textual requirements and legacy documentation [45, 35, 19, 46,
47, 48]. Frakes et al. [45] implemented the DARE tool which extracts features
based on term frequency, while these works [35, 19, 46, 47, 48] rely on clustering
technology to determine features. Chen et al. [35] evaluate manually the simi-
larity among requirements. Alves et al. [19] employ automated techniques such
as the Vector Similarity Metric (VSM) and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).
Niu et al. [46, 47] identify Functional Requirements Profiles in functional require-
ments using Lexical Affinities (LA). Weston et al. [48] determine cross-cutting
concerns, called Early Aspects, to obtain features. They adopt LSA aided with
syntactic and semantic analysis.
On the other hand, other approaches [49, 50, 51] perform features extrac-
tion from public product descriptions, as in our case. Dumitru et al. [50] utilize
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text mining and an incremental diffusive clustering algorithm to discover fea-
tures. The proposed approach is also able to generate feature recommendations.
Acher et al. [51] look for variability patterns within structured product descrip-
tions, expressed in tables. Ferrari et al. [23] apply natural language processing
techniques to mine commonalities and variabilities from brochures. We rely on
similar techniques for extracting variability information, but we also have to
develop new ones to take the specificities of inputs (rather short descriptions
of products) and outputs (PCMs) into account. In [36], the authors propose a
set of techniques for mining and summarizing product reviews based on data
mining and natural language processing methods. The objective is to provide a
feature-based summary of a large number of customer reviews of a product sold
online.
Synthesis of Feature Models. Numerous techniques for synthesizing fea-
ture models have been proposed (e.g., [10, 7, 11, 52]). Our extraction work
is complementary as we identify and structure features into a product matrix.
Boolean feature models can be synthesized from a set of products (or configura-
tions) if a hierarchy is specified, inferred or arbitrarily chosen [53, 54, 7, 11, 52].
Chen et al. [35], Alves et al. [55], Niu et al. [56], and Weston et al. [48] applied
information retrieval (IR) techniques to abstract requirements from existing
specifications, typically expressed in natural language.
Few approaches have been proposed to extract variability from informal
product descriptions [50, 7]. Dumitru et al. [50] implemented a recommender
system that models and recommends product features for a given domain.
Davril et al. [7] provided an automated approach for building feature models
from publicly available product descriptions found in online product repositories
such as SoftPedia. They based the feature extraction technique on their previ-
ously data mining procedure [6]; then the synthesis of an FM from a product-by-
feature matrix is performed. Our extraction procedure could be used to replace
the manual elaboration of such a matrix.
Bakar et al. [13] performed a systematic literature review of approaches
in feature extractions from natural language requirements for reuse in soft-
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ware product line engineering. Our extraction process follows similar steps
as the considered studies. A key difference is the last step: instead of form-
ing a feature model, we aim to build a PCM (or product-by-feature matrix).
There are two reasons. First, a PCM is per se a widely used abstraction for
understanding and comparing products within a domain [53, 7, 8]. Second,
the formation of feature models from a PCM is possible with synthesis tech-
niques [10, 7, 6, 11, 12, 52]. However, as shown in our empirical study, extracted
PCMs contain numerous numerical, string or unknown values. It challenges the
development of novel feature model synthesis techniques capable of handling
such values. Another open question is how humans cognitively perceive fea-
ture models comparatively to PCMs, especially when the number of features
tends to be quite important (e.g., hundreds). Besides, Bakar et al. [13] reported
the lack of publicly available tools. In response we provided MatrixMiner, a
Web tool http://matrix-miner.variability.io and an open source project
https://github.com/OpenCompare/matrix-miner.
12. Conclusion
Numerous organizations or individuals rely upon publicly available, mostly
informal product descriptions for analysing a domain and a set of related prod-
ucts. As a manual analysis is labour-intensive and time-consuming, we devel-
oped an approach to automatically extract product comparison matrices (PCMs)
from a set of informal product descriptions written in natural languages. In-
stead of reading and confronting the information of products case-by-case, we
aimed to deliver a compact, synthetic, and structured view of a product line –
a PCM.
We developed an automated process, based on term recognition, contrastive
analysis, information extraction, clustering, and similarities, capable of extract-
ing and structuring features and values into a PCM. Our empirical results show
that the synthesized PCMs are compact and exhibit numerous quantitative,
comparable information: 12.5% of quantified features, 15.6% of descriptive fea-
tures, with only 13.0% of empty cells. A supervised selection of comparable
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products (scoping) is necessary though. The user study shows that our auto-
matic approach retrieves a significant portion of correct information: 43% of
correct features and 68% of correct cell values in the generated PCMs. We also
show that the extracted PCMs supplement the technical specification: for 56%
of features and 71% of cell values, we have as much or more information in the
synthesized PCMs than in the specifications. We provide empirical evidence
that there is a potential to complement or even refine technical information of
products thanks to our extraction.
The evaluation insights drive the design of the MatrixMiner, a web envi-
ronment with an interactive support for synthesizing, visualising and editing
PCMs. MatrixMiner also provides the ability to trace products and features
of synthesized PCMs to the original product descriptions (textual overviews)
as well as technical specifications. Likewise users can understand, control and
refine the information of the synthesized PCMs within the context of product
descriptions and specifications.
The presented work has the potential to crawl scattered and informal prod-
uct descriptions that abound on the web. Other inputs such as online reviews of
products can be considered as well. The identification of relationships between
features (e.g., conflict) is also an interesting perspective. We are integrating
the tool-supported approach as part of OpenCompare an initiative for the collab-
orative edition, the sharing, the standardisation, and the open exploitation of
PCMs. The goal is to provide an integrated set of tools (e.g., APIs, visualizers,
configurators, recommenders, editors) for democratizing their creation, import,
maintenance, and exploitation. MatrixMiner is available online:
http://matrix-miner.variability.io
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Appendix A. Detailed Description of the C-NC Value Method
In this appendix, we present a detailed description of the C-NC Value
method [27]. In particular, we provide an explanation of the computation of
the metric and an algorithm describing the steps taken in the C-value method
to construct a list of candidate terms from a corpus.
C Value. The C-Value [27] computes the frequency of a term and its sub-
terms. There are two cases. First case: If a candidate term is a string of
maximum length or is not found as nested, the C-Value is the result of its total
frequency and its length. Second case: If it appears as part of longer candidate
terms, then the C-Value will also consider its frequency as a nested term, as
well as the number of these longer candidate terms. Given the candidate term
t, the C-Value of t is [27]:
C − value(t) =

log2|t|·f(t)
if t is not nested,
log2|t|·(f(t)− 1P (Tt) ∗
∑
b∈Tt f(b))
otherwise.
where |t| denotes its length, f(t) is the frequency of t in the corpus, Tt is the
set of terms that contains t, P (Tt) is the number of candidate terms in Tt, and∑
b∈Tt f(b) is the sum of frequencies of all terms in Tt.
NC Value. The NC-Value measure [33] incorporates context information
into the C-Value method for the extraction of terms. A context word is defined
as a word appearing with the extracted candidate terms. We first identify the
context words of the top list of candidates, and then compute the N-Value on
the entire list of candidate terms. The higher the number of candidate terms
in which a word occurs, the higher the likelihood that the word is related to
terms. Hence it will exist with other terms in the same corpus. Formally, we
reused the definitions of [33]. Given w as a context word, its weight will be:
weight(w) = t(w)n where t(w) is the number of candidate terms w appears with,
and n is the total number of considered candidate terms; hence, the N-Value of
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the term t will be
∑
w∈Ct ft(w) ∗ weight(w), where ft(w) is the frequency of w
as a context word of t, and Ct is the set of distinct context words of the term t.
The general score, NC-Value, is:
NCV alue = α ∗ CV alue(t) + β ∗NV alue(t)
where, in our model, α and β are empirically set (α = 0.8 and β = 0.2).
In the following, we describe the steps taken in the C-value method, proposed
in [33], to construct a list of candidate terms from a corpus (see Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2: C-Value method
1 tag the corpus;
2 extract strings using linguistic filter;
3 remove tags from strings;
4 remove strings below frequency threshold;
5 filter rest of strings through stop-list;
6 for all strings a of maximum length do
7 calculate C − value(a) = log2|a|·f(a);
8 if C − value(a) ≥ Threshold then
9 add a to output list;
10 for all substrings b do
11 revise t(b);
12 revise c(b);
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 for all smaller strings a in descending order do
17 if a appears for the first time then
18 C − value(a) = log2|a|·f(a);
19 else
20 C − value(a) = log2|a|·(f(a)− 1c(a) t(a));
21 end
22 if C − value(a) ≥ Threshold then
23 add a to output list;
24 for all substrings b do
25 revise t(b);
26 revise c(b);
27 end
28 end
29 end
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First, we tag the corpus and extract those expressions that satisfy the lin-
guistic filter and frequency threshold. Then, we evaluate the C-value for each of
the candidate expressions. The process begins with the longest expressions and
finishes with the bigrams. The C-value for the longest terms will be assigned
by the top branch of the first formula. We set a C-value threshold and only
those expressions with C-value equal to or greater than this threshold are con-
sidered as candidate terms. To compute the C-value for a shorter expression,
we also require its frequency as part of longer candidate terms and the number
of these longer candidate terms. In the following, we explain how to get these
two parameters:
For every extracted candidate term a, we create for each of its substrings b,
a triple (f(b); t(b); c(b)), where f(b) is the frequency of b, t(b) is the frequency of
b as a nested expression of candidate terms, c(b) is the number of these longer
candidate terms. Initially, c(b) = 1 and t(b) equals the frequency of a. Every
time b occurs after that, t(b) and c(b) are updated, while f(b) remains the same.
Indeed, each time b appears within a longer extracted candidate term a, c(b) is
incremented by 1 and t(b) is increased by the frequency of a, f(a). If n(a) is
the number of times a has been found as nested, then t(b) will be increased by
f(a)− n(a).
Now, to evaluate the C-value for an expression a which is shorter by one
word, we either already have for it a triple (f(a); t(a); c(a)) or we do not. If
we do not, the C-value is given by the top branch of the formula. If we do,
we consider the bottom branch of the formula. In that case, P (Ta) = c(a)
and
∑
b∈Ta = t(a). After computing the C-value for expressions of length l,
we evaluate the C-value for expressions of length l − 1; so that it is easy to
know whether the expression to be processed has occurred as nested in longer
candidate terms. Finally, we obtain a list of candidate terms ranked by their
C-value.
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